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Abstract: This paper presents a program system for free form shape modelling by hand movement in a virtual
environment. Model is approximated with dexels in three orthogonal directions (three dexel representation). This fact
enables that Boolean subtraction and union operation between model and tool can be executed in a very short period of
time. Tool manipulation in the modelling process is done by PHANToM Omni haptic device, which can reproduce a
contact force between the model and the tool. Because of the fact that dexels are independent between themselves,
calculation is done completely in Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) geometry shader stage, by utilizing its parallel
processing power. For every tool instance, depth and normal textures are generated in three orthogonal directions and
subtracted from the workpiece model. For the test workpiece model with complex geometry a few cuts in the developed
program systems are performed and modified model is printed on MakerBot 2X 3D printer.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Freeform models are widely employed in the aerospace,
automobile, mould/die making, toy design and many
other industries. The techniques of digital freeform model
generation have been developed and deployed in virtual
product design, digital prototyping, NC simulation and
surgery simulation. Modern Computer-Aided Systems
(CAD) for solid model representations use Constructive
Solid Geometry (CSG), Boundary Representation (BRep)
and Feature-Based Modelling (FBM) representation
schemes. The user interacts with the solid modeller using
either FBM or CSG representation to create the object and
it is immediately converted into a system-friendly
representation, which is BRep in most engineering
applications [1].
However, free form models generation with modern CAD
systems can be a very complex task. Firstly, CAD
systems are not enabling users to create free form models
intuitively (moving tool over model naturally). Also,
subtracting model of the tool from workpiece model can
be very time consuming process, as every tool subtraction
from workpiece, BRep of workpiece is more memory
demanding. Because of that, there was a need for virtual
sculpting systems, where user creates freeform models on
the computer by virtual technologies like moulding a
piece of clay.
Virtual sculpting was presented as a novel free-form
interactive modelling technique [2]. There are two kinds
of virtual sculpting systems. One is derived from surfacebased deformable geometric object modelling, which may
be vertex-based, spline-based, particle based, or FEM
(Finite Element modelling)-based [3]. In these systems
user moves surface vertexes and changes a shape of
model. The other one is analogous to the NC (numerically
controlled) simulation process, by which stock material is
removed whenever a virtual tool sweeps [4]. Subtraction
time in these systems is crucial for interactive simulation.
In this second type of virtual sculpting systems, virtual

model is usually approximated with voxel or dexel
elements. The voxel approach represents an object with
many small cubes (Fig. 1 a) whilst dexel approach
represents an object with a grid of long columns
compacted together (Fig.1 b). Dexel representation is
widely used in NC simulation process, because it is less
memory demanding than Voxel representation [5].

Fig.1. a) Voxel, b) Single dexel, and c) Multi dexel
representation of simple circle shape
The weak point of single dexel representation is that
surfaces which are almost parallel with dexel direction
can be missed in dexel generation (bolded circle segments
in Fig. 1 b). Much better surface representation for the
same number of rays is shown in Fig 1c, where circle is
intersected with rays in two orthogonal directions. For
three dimensional case presented in [5], three dexel model
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is introduced, where model is approximated with dexels
in three orthogonal directions.
In this paper, a sculpting system for freeform modelling
based on three dexel representation is presented. For tool
manipulation, Sensable PHANToM Omni haptic device is
used. Tool model subtraction from workpiece model is
done by Graphical Processing Unit (GPU).

2. MODEL OF PROGRAM SYSTEM FOR
FREE FORM MODELLING
Model of program system for free form sculpting based
on single dexel principle is presented in [6]. One of the
limitations of this system is that approximation of the
model is done by single dexel representation. Poor
approximation and artefacts can appear on the surfaces
which are almost parallel to the view direction. Also, it is
view dependant and that means that if user wants to
change a view, polygonal model should be generated
from dexel model first and after a new view direction
setting, new dexel representation should be generated. In
program system presented in this paper, model is viewindependent because it is represented in three directions
by dexels. Also because that number of dexels is now
three times greater, computation of subtracting tool from
model is done by use of GPU. Model of the developed
program system is presented in Fig. 2.

program system. Model is rendered in projection as many
times as maximal complexity of point in this projection is.
First, Axis Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) for work
piece is created, and three orthogonal projections are
defined where AABB mid point is in the center of the
projections. Detailed procedure is presented in paper [8].
After that, in all tree projections depth peeling algorithm
is applied and two textures for every peeled layer are
generated. In the first texture (depth texture) every pixel
contains depth value in the range 0.0-1.0. In the second
texture (normal texture) every pixel has a RGB (Red
Green Blue) color, where red, green and blue components
contain x, y and z normal information. In Fig. 3a example
model for this procedure is presented. In Fig 3b,c and d,
generated textures for front, right and top views are
shown.

Fig.2. Model of the developed program system

Fig.3. Generated depth and normal textures for three
orthogonal projections

As shown in Fig 2., input in the program system are
STereoLitography (STL) models of workpiece and tools
which are to be used in cutting simulation. For three-dexel
model generation, ray intersection with model in three
orthogonal directions should be calculated. This process
can be very time consuming (blank workpiece may
consist of millions of triangles). To speed up
computation, depth peeling algorithm [7] is applied in the

For better understanding, respective points on one dexel
ray in front view on 3D model and in generated depth
textures are shown in Fig.3a and Fig. 3b.
This procedure is completely done in GPU and was
introduced for the first time in [9]. Depth and normal
textures are merged into one texture and this texture was
named Layer Depth Normal Images (LDNI). By utilizing
this procedure, a very complex model can be presented as
a set of textures.
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2.1. Generation of Three Dexel Structures from
Generated Textures

In the case of three dexel models, all dexels of tool and
workpiece are independent and computation of Boolean
operations in GPU can be highly parallelized.

Based on the generated textures in the previous step,
structures for dexels in all three dimensions should be
generated. Parameters for dexel definition are presented in
Fig. 4. Every texture has a resolution (texture resolution).
Parameters depth and length define coordinates of first
and last point of dexel in the view direction, while
positionx and positiony define dexel position on a plane.
Also, from normal textures every dexel point normals are
calculated as normal1 and normal2. Last two parameters
in dexel structure, cut1 and cut2, give information if blank
workpiece dexels are cut in the simulation process and if
they are cut by tool, then the color of dexel is different
than the color of uncut dexels.

Fig.5. Comparison of modern CPU i GPU computation
power [10]

Fig.4. Parameters of dexel structure
Dexel structures are then written into three buffers (one
buffer for every dexel direction) and then they are
transferred into GPU. In GPU, Boolean subtraction and
union operation between workpiece dexels and modelling
tool dexels is executed.

For obtaining tool position and orientation in modelling
process, haptic PHANToM Omni device is used. This
device has capability to reproduce forces if contact
between tool and workpiece occur and can also return
position and orientation of tool as a 4x4 matrix. Device
operates at 1kHz frequency and transform tool matrix can
be obtained every 1ms. By this matrix, tool is transformed
in program system and as a workpiece at the beginning of
a modelling process, tool transformation and tool depth
and normal textures are generated for every tool position.
An example of tool depth and normal textures for one
dexel direction are presented in Fig. 6. This principle of
generation depth and normal textures for tool in cutting
process enables that tool can be of free form shape. The
only demand is that one ray should have an even numbers
of intersection points with tool model in any of the three
normal directions.

2.2. Cutting Process Simulation on GPU
At the beginning of XXI century , Central Processing Unit
(CPU) frequency reached limit of 4GHz. On the other
hand modern GPU has thousands stream processors
which are optimized for parallel processing. That GPU
architecture causes that GPU can be used not only for
displaying images on monitor but for complex
computations also. This leads to term General-Purpose
computing on Graphics Processor Units (GPGPU). In Fig.
5 comparisons between modern CPUs and GPUs compute
power in GFLOP/s (Giga FLoating point Operations Per
Second) are shown [10].
Computation power of GPU is used in many scientific
areas such as physically-based simulations, image
processing, global illumination, geometric computing,
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and more. Reported
compute time acceleration is 10-100 times, depending on
suitability of the analyzed problem for parallel computing.

Fig.6. Generated tool depth (up) and normal
textures(down) for one dexel direction
Principle of generation of the final image onto monitor by
programmable shader stages in GPU is shown in Fig. 7.
In the first step, geometry which has to be displayed is
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sent to GPU. Also - transformation, view, model and
projection matrices, material, camera and light properties
are sent to GPU. In the first stage (vertex shader) this
geometry can be transformed. After that transformed
elements (points, triangles) can be sent to the next stage
(geometry shader). Geometry shader has a possibility to
create new geometry or to apply another transformation.
After geometry shader processing, every fragment (pixel)
in the final image is generated by last stage (fragment
shader).

in 2007., a possibility for a new elements generation on
GPU was enabled.

Fig.7. Programmable GPU shader stages
In the case of cutting simulation based on the dexel
models, input geometry is coded as an array of points,
where every point has a dexel structure parameters
presented in Fig 4. These points are only passed through
the vertex shader. Boolean operations are done in
geometry shader stage. Every point (dexel structure) is
compared with appropriate point in tool depth and normal
textures. Possible cases in dexel Boolean subtraction and
union are shown in Fig. 8.
As shown in Fig.8, for the Boolean subtraction of tool
dexel from workpiece dexel next casses can occur. When
tool dexel is above (1) or bellow (6), intersection does not
exist. If tool is cutting workpiece from the top (2), top
workpiece dexel is set with bottom tool dexel. When tool
is cutting workpiece from above (3), bottom worpiece
dexel is set with top tool dexel. If a tool dexel divides
workpiece dexel (4), then two workpiece dexels are
generated. And the last case (5) is when tool dexel
completely removes workpiece dexel.
For Boolean union operation of tool and worpiece dexels
there are also 6 cases. When tool dexel is above (1) or
bellow (6), union of these dexels does not exist. If tool is
cutting workpiece from the top (2), top workpiece dexel is
set with top tool dexel. When tool is cutting workpiece
from above (3), bottom worpiece dexel is set with bottom
tool dexel. If a tool dexel divides a workpiece dexel,
worpiece dexel stays unchanged. And the last case (5) is
when tool dexel completely covers workpiece dexel.
Then, workpiece dexel top and bottom are set as a tool
dexel top and bottom.
From Fig. 8 can be noticed that only case 4 in Boolean
subtraction generates new worpiece dexel. This fact was a
problem, because it was not possible to generate new
geometry in GPU. With geometry shader stage introduced
168

Fig.8. Possible cases of dexels subtraction and union

2.3. Three Dexel Model Export
Developed program system enables user to export
sculpted model in two formats. First format is .XYZ,
where model is exported as a cloud of points. Every point
has its coordinates and a normal vector. Model in this
format can be imported in many program systems and
algorithms for surface mesh reconstruction can be
applied.
Another format in which model can be exported is STL
file format. For polygonal model generation Marching
Cubes [11] algorithm is applied which is part of VTK
(Visualisation Toolkit Library) [12].

3. RESULTS
Developed program system is written in C++ program
language in MS Visual Studio environment, while
OpenGL (Open Graphic Library) and GLSL (openGL
Shading Language) are used for GPU programming. For
dexels number of 2·105, on GeForce GTX660, computing
time for subtraction and displaying was 3 ms. Authors
expect that on modern GPUs, which have almost three
times more stream processors and higher clocks,
computing time will be significantly under 1 ms.
As an example, complex STL model is used where depth
complexity in all three orthogonal directions are greater
than two. Generated dexels in all three directions are
presented in Fig. 9., dexels in front view are shown in Fig.
9a, dexels in side view are presented in Fig. 9b., and
dexels generated in top view are shown in Fig. 9c. Model
defined with all three dexel directions is shown in Fig. 9d.
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From Fig. 9 it is obvious that all three single dexel
representations have a problem with surfaces which are
parallel with the view direction. This problem is more
noticeable in side and top views, because of the example
model shape.
In Fig. 10, original model (top left) and a few cuts, which
are done during the sculpting process, are presented. Cuts
are done at different parts of the model, and view is
changed interactively in the modelling process.
Three dexel model is exported in STL format, and
produced on MakerBot 2X 3D printer. In Fig. 11, original
model (white) and modified model in the system (gray)
are shown.

4. CONCLUSION

Fig.9. Example model presented as three dexel
representation

Fig.10. Original model (top left) and modified model in
the sculpting process

Developed program system for free form shape modelling
by hand movement in virtual environment is presented in
this paper. In the program system, workpiece model is
represented by three dexel representation which enables
user to change view interactively in modelling process.
Also, poor representation of surfaces which are almost
parallel to view direction is eliminated. Computation of
Boolean operations between workpiece model and tool in
sculpting process is done in GPU which results in very
short computational time per one operation.

Fig.11. Original model (left) and modified model (right)
with a few cuts in the program system printed on
MakerBot 2X printer
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